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WaveJudge 5000



LTE-A Carrier Aggregation Testing Real-time analysis of all protocol layer



interactions, plus user-defined searches and triggers enable efficient and productive testing, troubleshooting, and long-term analysis of LTE-Advanced Carrier Aggregation, for product and network development



LTE Carrier Aggregation LTE Advanced brings increased network efficiency and higher throughput, but Carrier Aggregation is the key to meeting global expectations for mobile broadband performance. It does so by allowing service providers to consolidate multiple component carriers and use the bandwidth as a single medium between the user equipment (UE) and an evolved NodeB (eNB). LTE CA gives carriers with fragmented spectrum the flexibility to offer 4G performance to subscribers.



More carriers equals more complexity The complex interaction between the PHY and upper layers in wireless communications makes it difficult to determine what messages were sent, what events occurred, and the timing of those messages and events. As LTE CA adds one or more secondary carriers, known as serving cells, between a UE and eNB, that complexity is multiplied. Feedback control messages are all carried on the primary cell (PCell), but the content may refer to one or more secondary cells (SCells), so their format is determined by the SCells. Control messages used for scheduling can be carried on a PCell or a SCell and may schedule traffic on other serving cells in a process known as cross-carrier scheduling. With the complexity significantly increased, when implementing CA the root cause of symptoms such as a non-responsive UE, low throughput, packet loss, or CRC errors can take hours to track down. For example, if the eNB is reporting CRC errors: • Did RRC correctly specify the indexing and association between cells? • Did CA MAC activation identify the correct DCI to monitor for cross-carrier scheduling? • Did the DCI message specify the proper length CSI request field for DCI blind detection? • Were HARQ ACK/NAKs for multiple serving cells correctly multiplexed? Sanjole’s WaveJudge provides more information than any other tool about all aspects of wireless communications, including LTE CA. All of the above questions can be answered definitively within minutes with the WaveJudge using probing and cross-layer correlation.



CA Meets the WaveJudge The Sanjole Wavejudge was designed specifically to troubleshoot the kind of problems that arise when designing and implementing new technologies such as LTE CA.



Introducing the middleman By tapping into the signal at the RF interface instead of one of the endpoints, the WaveJudge sees the complete conversation for all component carriers, including the PCell and all related SCells. The result is more reliable test results and fewer troubleshooting dead ends.



Multiple ports, no waiting By its very nature, Carrier Aggregation requires port density to create PCells and SCells for both uplink (UL) and downlink (DL), especially in applications using multiple carriers. The WaveJudge 5000 architecture is expandable, allowing you to scale your test bed to accommodate the implementation of multiple carriers by adding ports, each completely independent with its own radio and internal resources and all configured from one GUI.



Configure the PHY on the fly The WaveJudge defines the PHY in software rather than hardware, enabling you to quickly customize the LTE PHY to adjust to the frequent changes in PHY specifications that often occur with emerging technologies. This can be used to troubleshoot problems such as a misconfigured CQI report by editing the parameters in a live capture and then replaying it to verify that the new parameters resolve the issue.



Sanjole’s WaveJudge 5000



LTE inter-band non-contiguous



LTE-A



LTE-A



LTE-A Carrier Aggregation Inter-band Example



eNodeB



Other Possible CA Configurations



intra-band contiguous Sanjole’s Over-air Interface and True Air Capture Sanjole WaveJudge 5000



Storage Sanjole Software



Additional RF ports and DSP modules accommodate CA requirements



Signal Stream



Repeat the past with true air capture Problem resolution depends on reproducing the conditions under which the error occurred to verify that the fix actually works, which is impossible with overthe-air testing where conditions cannot be tightly controlled and reproduced.



intra-band non-contiguous



The WaveJudge captures protocol messages and RF-signal characteristics, errors included, over the air and saves them for replay to validate that the problem has been resolved. This gives you visibility into problems arising from errors in RRC configuration, CQI reports, and multiple PUCCH, PUSCH, and DCI formats.



The power of cross-correlation The WaveJudge shows RF signals timecorrelated with upper-layer protocol messages, giving you the power to rapidly investigate and isolate the true root cause of the symptoms or failures you encounter. This capability brings the power of a protocol analyzer to wireless testing. • Configure per UE or per physical, transport, or logical channel for decoding. • Analyze all upper layer protocols including MAC, RLC, PDCP, RRC, and NAS while correlating messages to the PHY layer. • Examine the CQI report to verify SCell configuration. • Verify DCI length for CSI scheduling. • Check the PUCCH RRC field for proper channel allocation. • Automatically extract CA RRC configuration parameters. • Verify CA MAC activation/ deactivation of Scells. • Inspect CSI reports and examine cross carrier scheduling • Monitor multiplexed HARQ ACK/ NACK of all configured cells. • View all physical channels including PUCCH format 1b, 3 and PUSCH reporting channel.



Simplify complexity and accelerate schedules



USE CASES Unwanted interaction between serving cells The various DL and UL component carriers can affect other carriers. As a result, a problem in one serving cell can actually originate in a different serving cell. For example, scheduling problems with the UL for a SCell can be caused by the configuration in the PCell DL carrier, which carries scheduling information for both serving cells. Or problems with the DL of multiple serving cells could originate in the PUCCH, which carries the uplink control information (UCI) for all component carriers for all DL and UL channels. The WaveJudge enables best practices for system designers by monitoring the DL and UL of all serving cells simultaneously and identifies root causes of failures through its ability to look at all layers and detect invalid parameters that have been set by an LTE entity.



Exponential increase in the number of configuration combinations UL feedback on the PCell can contain feedback elements from several serving cells that can each be configured differently. For example, they could have different bandwidths or duplexing modes. It only takes a misconfiguration for one serving cell to lose the feedback for all channels. If control is multiplexed with data, then even the data can be lost. By monitoring all channels simultaneously across all layers, the WaveJudge detects these complex interactions, reducing troubleshooting time by quickly locating the element in the network configuration that is the source of the cascading problem.



In the case of DCI blind decoding, the number of possible DCI message lengths has increased as additional parameters have been added. As a result, the message lengths for the various serving cells may be different. This variability increases the risk of miscalculating the message length or detecting the wrong DCI message. Cross-correlation using the WaveJudge gives you the visibility you need into upper-layer protocol messages to see when DCI blind decoding fails and why.



MAC layer aggregation requires monitoring all serving cells simultaneously When carrier aggregation is activated, data from multiple serving cells is aggregated at the MAC layer, eliminating the need for the RLC or PDCP sublayers. Consequently, IP or any other higher layer protocol is not available from the PCell alone. To monitor any layer above the MAC layer, you must have visibility into all serving cells as any higher-layer issue could potentially involve any or all serving cells. The WaveJudge gives you that critical visibility by monitoring all cells at all layers, accelerating troubleshooting by identifying errors that often are not recorded in the logs of the devices under test and that can break the promise of LTE CA for greater bandwidth and performance.



The unique and revolutionary capabilities of the WaveJudge make it an essential tool for fixed and mobile LTE wireless solutions and especially for the increased complexity and multiple serving cells that Carrier Aggregation requires. The WaveJudge offers analysis well beyond the reach of legacy test tools and is the most cost-effective wireless test instrument available.



Call for a demonstration To inquire about a demonstration or for more information about the IntelliJudge, please call Sanjole at 1-808-457-1452 or email [email protected].



About Sanjole Sanjole is a leader in 4G, WIFI and 5G testing with expertise in innovative wireless technology. Sanjole provides problem solving capabilities from inside the wireless network through over-the-air analysis tools that provide visibility into events spanning multiple layers. Sanjole has been involved from the very beginning of LTE as a test vendor in the LTE/SAE Trial Initiative (LSTI) events for both fixed and wireless devices. Our work with the WiMAX Forum and 3GPP, participation in the Small Cell Forum, TETRA, WIFI Alliance and extensive experience in interoperability trials, enable deep insight into the complex technical issues specific to the LTE and 4G community.



© 2017 Sanjole inc. Product speci cations and descriptions in this document are subject to change without notice. WJ5000 LTE-CA 022017



Contact ELEXO 20 Rue de Billancourt 92100 Boulogne-Billancourt Téléphone : 33 (0) 1 41 22 10 00 Télécopie : 33 (0) 1 41 22 10 01 Courriel : [email protected] TVA : FR00722063534
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WaveJudge 5000 

MIMO, beamforming and scheduling. Capture wireless conditions in the field. â€¢ for replay in the lab. Accurately identify anomalies that af-. â€¢ fect throughput and ...
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WaveJudge 4900 LTE Summary 

This is because wireless communication works through a .... ware. An exciting feature of the software is the user-friendly test configuration GUI. With its strong ...
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5000 

Tension nominale de la bobine [DC]. Variation de ... 10% de la tension nominale Note 3) ...... (8 entrÃ©es/8 sorties, 31 modes esclave, 2 types communs isolÃ©s).
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5000 

La consommation électrique chute d'environ des 2/3 ... pour les modules bus de terrain série EX260. .... Compatible avec divers protocoles de bus de terrain.
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Les sorties brutes traitées («Raw Out.») et les sorties tendancielles («Trend Out.») sont alors ...... Synchro (out) [Falling Edge ou Rising Edge];. Third Party ...
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5000 LTE 

WaveJudge 5000 air monitor provides real-time visibility into ... of information, such as time domain power .... spatial multiplexing logical transport blocks.
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ZPU -5000 

Toute l'information relative à l'installation, l'utili- sation et ..... d'accéder à l'information relative à la configuration par le biais de menus. ...... Velocity (Vélocité).
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5000 - Braun 

Clean&Renewâ„¢ (voir le mode d'emploi sÃ©parÃ©). â€¢ La capacitÃ© optimum de la batterie sera atteinte aprÃ¨s plusieurs cycles de charge- ment et de dÃ©chargement.
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NEXRAD radar information is in 4 km by 4 km resolution nationwide ... industry-leading airline EGPWS, protects against. Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT).
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5000 WiMAX 

energy detected by the WaveJudge 5000 . Information is ... synchronized, coherent ports right out of the box ... transfers the components of the system from fixed ...
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Real-time analysis of all protocol layer interactions, ... and long-term analysis of LTE-Advanced ... implementing CA the root cause of symptoms such as a.
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2-3 pull-down, and legacy playback of HDCAM and Digital. BETACAMâ„¢ tapes. For today's digital content mastering applications and for future content delivery ...
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magnet 5000 - Domyos 

serrés et ne dépassent pas ; vérifiez également l'état des pièces les plus sujettes à l'usure. ... Installez le MAGNET5000 sur une base solide et avec un nivellement correct du sol. .... mesure électronique, voici comment faire : Pour prendre ...
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XELTEK SuperproÂ®5000 Series 

Please check www.xeltek.com for the list of the currently supported devices. ... At least 1 GB free space on the hard drive .... file offset address causes part of the buffer to be filled with FF (or incorrect ...... Email: [email protected]. Fa
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SRW-5000 - BroadcastStore.com 

CineAlta â€“ a name that proudly symbolizes the bond between ... host of other international digital HDTV and SDTV distribution formats. ..... Not only that, but stable and consistent playback results are provided through a new proprietary.
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Performa 5000 Series - tim.id.au 

The Video-In Card is an optional card included with the Apple .... compatible cards developed for the Power Macintosh 5200 ...... 2 Angle the hook-end of the.
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XELTEK SuperproÂ®5000 Series 

www.xeltek.com. SUPERPRO is the registered trademark of XELTEK. ...... become an OTP by configuring the ConfigWord. Please refer to the device data.
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Fiche pdf SEP-5000 

Unique en son genre, la plateforme de transport à pignon et crémaillère SEP-5000 propose la capacité de charge la plus élevée des plateformes de transport à ...
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Performa 5000 Series - tim.id.au 

System Overview - 1. System ... The design includes expansion slots for communications and ... speakers are part of the front bezel, the unit is the original version. To service the original version, follow the manual ...... carrier if you are replac
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SRW-5000 - BroadcastStore.com 

legacy systems by retaining current acquisition tools and archives in action. The SRW-5000 can play back HDCAM and Digital BETACAM*2 tapes, making it an ...
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SDS-APEX 5000(FR) 

ELINCS: European List of Notified Chemical Substances. CAS: Chemical Abstracts Service (division of the American Chemical Society). NFPA: National Fire ...
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5000 Buchan_flyer_v3.indd 

À quelques pas de la station de métro. Namur et à proximité de toutes les commodités. • Bail minimum de 5 ans. • Installations de base incluses. • Bâtiment de ...
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stella 5000 / 7000 - StellaProLights.com 

Lubrifier les joints toriques avec une lÃ©gÃ¨re couche de graisse de silicone pour conserver l'Ã©tanchÃ©itÃ©. â€¢ Nettoyez les plots de charge avec une gomme ou des ...
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ArizonaTM 5000 - Wave 

Utiliser une planche en bois afin de ne pas tordre le profile. ...... MIS A PART CE QUI A ETE SPECIFIQUEMENT INDIQUE DANS CETTE GARANTIE, TOUTES ...
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